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**SUMMARY**

The germline of the nematode *Caenorhabditis elegans* exhibits a remarkable ability to specifically silence transgenic DNA. We have shown that this silencing mechanism is disrupted in animals mutant for the maternal effect sterile genes mes-2, mes-3, mes-4 and mes-6. The proteins encoded by mes-2 and mes-6 have been shown to be related to the Polycomb Group of transcriptional repressors (Holdeman, R., Nehrt, S. and Strome, S. (1998)). Additional observations suggest that a genetic silencing process is essential for sustained germline function, and that this silencing is mediated, at least in part, by Polycomb Group proteins.
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**INTRODUCTION**

The versatile genetic, molecular and cytological approaches available in *C. elegans* provide an excellent opportunity to investigate the fundamental dichotomy between somatic and germline tissue (Schedl, 1997). In the early embryo, *C. elegans* produces two primordial germ cells, named Z2 and Z3 (Sulston et al., 1983). These cells are surrounded by rapidly dividing and differentiating somatic cells, yet they remain essentially quiescent throughout embryogenesis (Sulston et al., 1983). When the larva hatches and feeds, Z2 and Z3 begin a concerted proliferation that ultimately gives rise to the thousand or so germ cells in the adult gonad (Kimble and Hirsch, 1979). The suppressive mechanisms that maintain germ cell ‘character’ in the early *C. elegans* embryo involve a complete inhibition of RNA polymerase II transcription mediated by the maternally encoded factor *pie-1* (Mello et al., 1991). When these maternal signals are altered, the germ cells can adopt an alternative developmental fate (Hengartner et al., 1993). The observation that germline mutants are often associated with maternal effect sterile defects (Kaplinski, 1995) suggests the presence of a mechanism, not completely understood, that maintains the integrity of the germ line.

Certain aspects of the germline/soma dichotomy are reflected by the distinct treatment of repetitive transgenes in the two tissues. Transgenes in *C. elegans* are generally transmitted as large repetitive arrays composed of many tandem copies of the injected DNA(s) (Stinchcomb et al., 1985; Mello et al., 1991). The arrays are physically present in both soma and germline. As has been seen in a variety of organisms (Sabl and Henikoff, 1996; Martin and Whitelaw, 1996), *C. elegans* is capable of efficiently silencing certain repetitive transgene arrays (Okkema et al., 1993; Mello and Fire, 1995; J. Hsieh, S. Xu, and A. Fire, unpublished results). The *C. elegans* germline exhibits a particularly striking ability to silence transgene arrays. For several ‘housekeeping’ genes tested, repetitive transgene arrays that show activity in all somatic lineages are continuously silenced in the germline (Kelly et al., 1997). The silencing of transgenes in the germline is dependent on chromatin context: transgenes in non-repetitive arrays consisting of mixed fragments of *C. elegans* DNA can resist these silencing effects (Kelly et al., 1997). These observations suggest that the germline contains a unique system for chromatin organization, and that transgene silencing is a specific result of this mechanism.

We have taken a genetic approach based on transgene activity to identify components responsible for germline identity in general, and germline-specific silencing processes in particular. This has included (1) transgene-based genetic screens for mutations affecting germline silencing and (2) analyses of silencing in existing mutants with germline defects. One group of mutants with characterized germline defects are the *mes* (maternal effect sterile) mutants first identified in the laboratory of Susan Strome (Capowski et al., 1991). These genes are of particular interest in this regard, given that two of them (*mes-2* and *mes-6*) have been shown to encode members of the Polycomb Group of transcriptional repressors (Holdeman et al., 1998; Korf et al., 1998).

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Alleles and strains**

Animals were maintained as described (Brenner, 1974). Strains carrying *mes* mutations were as follows (Capowski et al., 1991):
mes-3(bn21ts) I, or mes-3(bn35) dpy-5(e61); dDp2[if1] 
mes-2(bn11)/maC1[dp-y-10(e128)unc-52(e444)]II 
mes-6(bn66)IV/DnT1[unc(n754)let](IV;V) 
mes-6(bn66)IV/dpy-20(e128ts) 
mes-4(bn67)N/DnT1[unc(n754)let](IV;V)

Assay for germline desilencing

A stable transgenic line expressing a LET-858::GFP reporter was generated by co-injecting a gfp-tagged let-858 reporter plasmid (pBK4.8I; Kelly et al., 1997) with a selectable marker plasmid carrying the native pha-1 gene (pC1, Schnabel et al., 1990; Granato et al., 1994) into a host carrying the temperature-sensitive mutation pha-1(e2123)III. The plasmids were injected as circular DNAs. The resulting repetitive transgenic array was heritably transmitted. When maintained at 22-25°C, all viable animals carry the transgene, since viability requires the pha-1 rescuing activity of the array. All of these animals are capable of passing the array to a fraction of progeny; thus these animals carry the transgene array physically in the germline.

Expression of the GFP-tagged LET-858 reporter from the transgene array is detectable in the nuclei of all somatic tissues in this line, but has not been observed in the germline (Kelly et al., 1997). The requirement for mes contributions by maternal (M) and zygotic (Z) genomes was tested by introducing the array into the appropriate genetic background and examining GFP activity in germline and somatic tissue. Requirements for zygotic MES contribution were tested by crossing array-bearing males with mes heterozygote hermaphrodites, cloning green (array bearing) cross progeny and selling these animals to identify those with a mes/+ genotype. Adult progeny of mes/+ parents were cloned, allowed to lay eggs overnight and then scored for germline desilencing by fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 1A). The genotypic mes status for each cloned F2 animal was determined by the fertility of offspring [i.e., sterile progeny indicated the parent was a fertile mes/ mes (M*Z*) animal]. This procedure also allowed us to assess the germline transgene silencing status of the sterile M*Z* F2 animals.

M*Z* animals for each of the mes mutants were obtained by mating males carrying the array to fertile mes/ mes (M*Z*) animals. The sterile mes/+ (M*Z*) cross-progeny were then scored for silencing (Fig. 1B).

Desilencing of this array is not a general consequence of altered genetic backgrounds or passage through male sperm. In the course of genetic studies using this transgene, expression has been examined in genetic backgrounds with a variety of characterized morphological and neurological defects [dp-y-5(e61), unc-54(e190)I, dp-y-10(e128)II, unc-4(e120)II, dp-y-18(e364)III, unc-32(e189)III, dp-y-4(e1166), unc-17(e245)IV, dp-y-11(e224)N, unc-60(e723)N, dp-y-28(y1)III; Brenner, 1974; Plenefisch et al., 1989]. In no case was activation of gene expression in the germline observed. Crosses in which the array transgene was propagated through sperm to a non-mes host (e.g., animals with an unrelated genetic marker) also showed no reactivation of the transgene in the germline.

Further evidence for specificity comes from experiments making use of the temperature-sensitivity of the mes-3 allele bn21 (11,12). In this mutant, germline activation of the transgene only occurred under conditions (25°C) in which the germline phenotype is manifest (Table 1).

RESULTS

As a reporter for germline silencing, we have used a transgene array carrying multiple tandem copies of a plasmid encoding a green fluorescent protein (GFP)-tagged version of a ubiquitously expressed C. elegans gene (let-858). For the purposes of this study, we have employed the let-858 transgene solely as a reporter: all experiments were carried out in a let-858+ genetic background, in which the expression of the reporter has no evident phenotypic consequence. Transgene arrays carrying this reporter construct were subject to germline silencing, i.e., the reporter construct is efficiently expressed in somatic lineages, but is silenced in the germ lineage (Kelly et al., 1997).

The ability of germline cells to silence the GFP-reporter transgene array was monitored in a set of mes mutant genetic backgrounds (Fig. 1). mes-2, mes-3, mes-4 and mes-6 animals all show a distinct germline phenotype. Germ cells are present in the newly hatched larva but proliferation is limited (Capowski et al., 1991). In later stages, a progressive...
degeneration of some germline cells is observed (Paulsen et al., 1995; Garvin et al., 1997). The magnitude of these phenotypic effects depends on the mes gene and allele (Capowski et al., 1991; Paulsen et al., 1995; Garvin et al., 1997). Because of the distinct maternal requirement for the MES products, it is important to follow silencing as a function of both maternal MES contribution (M⁺ or M⁻) and zygotic MES contribution (Z⁺ or Z⁻). For the purposes of this work, we will use the term zygotic to refer to all (non-maternal) products that are synthesized from transcripts produced after fertilization.

We first assessed the effects of maternal genotype on silencing of the transgene array. This involved assays for silencing in mes/+ progeny from a mes/+/+ mother. These M⁻ Z⁺ animals are healthy but sterile (due to a lack of maternally supplied MES product). We found in this assay that mutations in four of the mes genes, mes-2, mes-3, mes-4 and mes-6, resulted in desilencing of the transgene array, as evidenced by the expression of the transgene array in the residual germ cells (Fig. 2). The observed desilencing was temporally limited; activation was most dramatically seen in adult animals, and was only rarely observed in late (L4) larvae (not shown). Germline transgene activity was not observed in earlier larval stages (L1, L2, L3). In adults, we observed a regional preference for accumulation of the transgene product, with activity frequently restricted to the medial region of each gonad arm (Fig. 2B). The desilencing was not limited to the let-858 transgene, as other reporter transgenes (based on ama-1 and unc-37) showed similar desilencing in the mes mutants (not shown).

We likewise addressed potential roles in the silencing process for zygotically encoded MES products. For these experiments, mes/+ mothers were self fertilized to yield fertile mes/+/+ offspring as a fraction of their progeny. These M⁺ Z⁻ animals were then assayed for germline silencing of the transgene. In the mes-2 and mes-6 mutants tested in this manner, there was infrequent (mes-6) or no (mes-2) desilencing observed (Table 1), supporting a strict maternal requirement for these proteins in germline silencing. In contrast, a degree of desilencing was observed in mes-3 M⁺Z⁻ adults: 56% of these animals showed germline GFP fluorescence (Table 1). The strongest desilencing in M⁺Z⁻ adults was seen with mes-4: 100% of these animals showed desilencing (Table 1). The requirement for zygotic MES-4 in germline desilencing appeared to be adult-specific: M⁺Z⁻ larvae showed no evidence of desilencing. As the animals reached adulthood, desilencing was observed throughout the germline, with the reporter easily detected in all proximal regions of the gonad including oocytes (Fig. 3). Desilencing of the array in M⁺Z⁻ adults appeared to extend to mid-stage embryos of the next generation, as reporter expression level in progeny embryos was notably higher than in embryos from mes-4/+/+ controls (data not shown).

We looked for additional correlation between the Mes phenotypic effect and germline desilencing by examining effects of gender on desilencing. For each of the mes genes, we observed an enhanced frequency of germline transgene activation in hermaphrodites as compared to males (Table 1). The intensity of fluorescence observed in desilenced male germ cells was also consistently lower than that observed in hermaphrodites (not shown). This decreased effect in males parallels the differential severity of the mes gene defects seen in the morphological characterization of the Mes phenotypes by Garvin et al. (1997).

The decreased severity of the Mes defect in males allowed us to also test the possibility that partial desilencing might be compatible with male germ cell fate. We found that a fraction of male progeny of mes (M⁻ Z⁻) mothers exhibited both fertility and germline GFP-reporter expression (Fig. 1B). Hence, the modest desilencing effects observed in these males was compatible with the production of functional germ cells. The desilencing of the array in the male germline is not a heritable state, since fertilization of a wild-type oocyte with sperm from a desilenced male germline yield animals that are fully silenced in their germline (Fig. 1C, legend).

Table 1. Maternal and zygotic effects on germline silencing in mes mutants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mes mutant</th>
<th>Genotype</th>
<th>Phenotype</th>
<th>Maternal Complement</th>
<th>Zygotic Complement</th>
<th>Germline desilencing (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wt</td>
<td>+/+</td>
<td>Fertile</td>
<td>M⁺</td>
<td>Z⁻</td>
<td>0/85 (0) 0/64 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mes-2(bn11)</td>
<td>m/m</td>
<td>Fertile</td>
<td>M⁺</td>
<td>Z⁻</td>
<td>0/22 (0) nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>m/m</td>
<td>Sterile</td>
<td>M⁻</td>
<td>Z⁻</td>
<td>35/41 (85) nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>Sterile</td>
<td>M⁺</td>
<td>Z⁺</td>
<td>35/40 (87) 24/39 (61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mes-3 (bn35)</td>
<td>m/m</td>
<td>Fertile</td>
<td>M⁺</td>
<td>Z⁻</td>
<td>14/25 (56) nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(bn35)</td>
<td>m/m</td>
<td>Sterile</td>
<td>M⁺</td>
<td>Z⁻</td>
<td>14/16 (88) nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(bn2116) 25°</td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>Sterile</td>
<td>M⁺</td>
<td>Z⁺</td>
<td>15/24 (62) 10/31 (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>Sterile</td>
<td>M⁺</td>
<td>Z⁺</td>
<td>0/6 (0) 1/9 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mes-4 (bn67)</td>
<td>m/m</td>
<td>Fertile</td>
<td>M⁺</td>
<td>Z⁻</td>
<td>28/28 (100) nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>m/m</td>
<td>Sterile</td>
<td>M⁺</td>
<td>Z⁻</td>
<td>40/42 (95) nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>Sterile</td>
<td>M⁺</td>
<td>Z⁺</td>
<td>29/30 (96) 54/102 (52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mes-6 (bn66)</td>
<td>m/m</td>
<td>Fertile</td>
<td>M⁺</td>
<td>Z⁻</td>
<td>5**/33 (15) nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>m/m</td>
<td>Sterile</td>
<td>M⁺</td>
<td>Z⁻</td>
<td>42/42 (100) nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>Sterile</td>
<td>M⁺</td>
<td>Z⁺</td>
<td>32/36 (82) 20/40 (50)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Animals carrying the let-858::gfp array were identified by the presence of somatic GFP, then scored for germ cells (differential interference contrast microscopy) and for GFP (fluorescence microscopy) in these cells. nd= not determined. *(The GFP fluorescence observed in these animals was of weaker intensity, on average, than that observed in mes-4 M⁺Z⁻ animals). **(Of these five mes-6 animals, four had very low levels of germline fluorescence limited to one of the two gonad arms. The fifth animal exhibited fluorescence comparable to the M⁺Z⁻ mes-4 group).
It was conceivable that passage through a \textit{mes} mutant background might result in epigenetic and heritable changes resulting in activation of the transgene in future generations. This appears not to be the case, as evidenced by the resilingencing of the transgene array in Mes\textsuperscript{+} progeny sired by GFP-positive male germlines (Fig. 1C).

**DISCUSSION**

The transgene silencing effects described above provide a molecular correlate to the earlier descriptions of the \textit{mes} mutant phenotypes. Maternally provided \textit{mes-2}, \textit{mes-3}, \textit{mes-4} and \textit{mes-6} products had previously been shown to be required for proper germline proliferation, cell viability and germ cell differentiation (Capowski et al., 1991; Paulsen et al., 1995; Garvin et al., 1997). The transgene expression effects that we have described indicate a molecular requirement for these \textit{mes} genes in a generally active germline silencing process. Such a correlation could reflect one of two situations: (1) a direct molecular function for the \textit{mes} genes in the silencing process, or (2) an indirect effect in which cell degeneration, or other cytological defects resulting from the \textit{mes} mutations, might lead to defects in germline silencing.

We favor a direct role for the \textit{mes} genes in germline silencing, based on several of our experimental observations. (1) Germline desilencing can precede the appearance of cytological defects. The separation between these two effects is most striking with \textit{mes-4}. (2) Not all mutations with degenerative germlines have silencing defects. A screen for sterile mutations with degenerative germ cells yielded 17 such recessive mutants, with only 1 exhibiting detectable desilencing in the residual germ cells (W. G. K., unpublished observations). (3) Mes males exhibit partial desilencing under conditions where few distinct cytological defects are seen in the germline. These observations indicate that cellular degeneration is not a prerequisite for desilencing. Instead, it seems likely that the desilencing is directly related to events that lead to the degenerative germ cell death.

An additional argument for direct involvement of the \textit{mes} genes in the silencing process comes from the structure of the \textit{mes-2} and \textit{mes-6} proteins. \textit{mes-2} and \textit{mes-6} encode proteins that are members of the Polycomb Group (Pc-G) of transcriptional repressors: MES-2 is related to the \textit{Drosophila} Enhancer of Zeste, and MES-6 to Extra Sex Combs (Holdeman et al., 1998; Korf et al., 1998). Members of the Polycomb group have been shown to function in context- and repeat-dependent silencing in \textit{Drosophila} (Kennison, 1995; Pal-Bhadra et al., 1997). The phenotypic analysis of Mes mutations in \textit{C. elegans} and Pc-G mutations in \textit{Drosophila} provide a means to compare roles for this conserved family in the two diverged species. In both cases, a function in genetic silencing has been observed. The apparent restriction of \textit{C. elegans mes} gene activity to germline tissue is not observed for the \textit{Drosophila} Pc-G genes, and may define an acquired or primordial role for the Pc-G group in maintenance of the germline.

**Fig. 2.** Desilencing of a repetitive transgene in Mes (M\textsuperscript{-Z\textsuperscript{+}}) mutants. A repetitive \textit{let-858::gfp} reporter extrachromosomal array was transferred into the different \textit{mes} genetic backgrounds shown and assayed for desilencing in M\textsuperscript{-Z\textsuperscript{+}} cross-progeny, as diagrammed in Fig. 1B. Adult gonad arms housing germline nuclei are outlined in A, C and D; arrowheads in B indicate representative germ cell nuclei. (A,B,D) Hermaphrodite gonads; (C) male. To illustrate the complete silencing of the array in a mes\textsuperscript{+} background, a control animal from the original line carrying the array is shown in A. (B,C,D) Expression of the reporter in the germlines of Mes worms. The bracket 1 in B outlines germ cells that are more distal, and presumably immature, and bracket 2 outlines others that are beginning to degenerate; GFP activity is not evident in these bracketed cells. Desilencing in the mes mutants was also not observed in earlier larval stages (L2,L3), where the germline is more generally proliferative (not shown). Scale bar, approximately 30 \textmu m.
It is interesting to note that the degree of M*Z− desilencing observed for the different mes mutants forms a series, with mes-4 > mes-3 > mes-6 > mes-2. It has been shown that mes-2 and mes-6 mutations reciprocally abrogate each other’s protein localizations; mes-3 mutations have a somewhat intermediate effect on MES-2 or MES-6, and mes-4 has no observable effect (Holdeman et al., 1998; Korf et al., 1998). Whether these observations indicate a functional hierarchy among the MES factors remains to be determined.

Our initial analysis of non-maternal-effect mutations that result in desilencing is consistent with the hypothesis that a failure in germline-specific silencing mechanisms leads to dramatic defects in germline function. We have isolated mutations defining at least three different genes showing a zygotic requirement for germ cell silencing. All of these mutations have conditional germ cell defects that are correlated with desilencing of reporter arrays in the germline (W. G. K., unpublished results). We expect that these genes will define new components of the silencing apparatus distinct from the unpublished results). We expect that these genes will define new components of the silencing apparatus distinct from the mes genes, in that the requirement for their function is zygotic rather than maternal.

In all cases in which we have observed desilencing of the let-858::gfp transgene in the germline, this activity was only apparent in later larvae and adults. No activity of the transgene was observed in earlier larvae, when the bulk of germ cells are mitotic and cellularized. The lack of observed desilencing at earlier stages could reflect properties intrinsic to the let-858::gfp reporter. Alternatively, this could reflect an underlying difference in requirements for silencing in proliferative (mitotic) versus non-proliferative (meiotic) germline. The existence of mes-independent silencing mechanisms that operate in proliferating tissue might explain the failure of mes mutants to desilence in the distal mitotic region of the adult germine (see Fig. 2).

The generational aspects of gene silencing in the germline remain puzzling. In previous examinations of the activity of repetitive transgene arrays, we observed a progressive silencing in the germline occurring over several generations (Kelly et al., 1997). The mes mutations exhibit a surprising delay of a generation before a sterile phenotype is observed (Capowski et al., 1991). In the case of mes-4, we have seen an additional unexpected effect: (M*Z−) mutants desilence germ line gene expression in the generation before cytological defects are observed. These observations suggest this is an epigenetic phenomenon: in this case, the existence of metastable expression states that can be maintained or can change independently of the primary structure of the genome.

What are the natural targets of germline-specific silencing? One possibility is that genes responsible for somatic differentiation may be subject to silencing in the germline. This mechanism might be required as part of maintaining an undifferentiated germline (Denis and Lacroix, 1993). Germline cells may be particularly sensitive to the differentiating influences of transcription factors. The germline is a highly transcriptionally active, undifferentiated syncytium and may thus require specific repressive mechanisms that act on large numbers of genes. Alternatively, a germline-specific repressive mechanism might act globally on the entire genome. Specific mechanisms (e.g. insulators, locus control regions) could then be used to allow activation of critical genes (Dillon and Grosveld, 1994).

It is likely that the germline of C. elegans uses a combination of different mechanisms to prevent somatic gene expression. In germline blastomeres of the early embryo, a global mechanism blocking almost all (or perhaps all) transcription by RNA polymerase II has been shown to exist (Seydoux et al., 1996; Seydoux and Dunn, 1997). The factor responsible for this suppression, PIE-1, is absent in later stages (Mello et al., 1996). Thus the protection of the germline can be divided into (at least) two separate phases: the early embryonic phase in which virtually all new gene expression is blocked in a pie-1 dependent mechanism, and a later phase in which gene expression occurs but context-dependent silencing effects (and perhaps other mechanisms) maintain germline identity.

The suppression of somatic activity need not be an exclusive role (or even a major role) for the silencing process. Timing of germline-specific gene expression must be critical, given the rapid changes and signaling events that accompany the progression of immature germ cells to oocytes and sperm (Schedl, 1997). Blocking the inappropriate transcription of genes responsible for germ line functions could be a critical partner to the post-transcriptional control mechanisms that have been described (Anderson and Kimble, 1997; Seydoux, 1996).

An additional role for C. elegans germ line silencing in the control of transposons and viruses has been suggested (Kelly et al., 1997). The transposons that have been described for C. elegans tend to be immobile in the germline (Emmons and Yesner, 1984). This could conceivably involve a mechanism that recognizes the repeated nature of such elements. We are currently testing the connection between germline repeat silencing and transposon activity by measuring the mobility of transposable elements in the germline of mutants with silencing defects.

Fig. 3. Desilencing of a repetitive transgene in mes-4 (M*Z−) animals. Differential interference contrast (A) and fluorescent (B) microscopy images of part of one gonad arm of an array-carrying, fertile mes-4/lines-4 (M*Z−) hermaphrodite. Arrowheads point to oocyte nuclei; bracket indicates germ cell nuclei in distal syncytium of gonad arm.
Our analysis of germline transgene silencing and of the germline-specific effects of the mes mutations leaves open the question of whether C. elegans possesses a soma-specific silencing mechanism similar to the Polycomb system in Drosophila. Three observations are of interest in this regard. First, C. elegans has a homeotic gene cluster similar to the Polycomb-regulated Antennapedia and Bithorax clusters in Drosophila (Salser and Kenyon, 1994). Second, a soma-specific chromodomomain-containing protein has been described in C. elegans. The chromodomain is a conserved motif originally identified as a region of homology between Polycomb and the heterochromatin protein HP1 in Drosophila; the C. elegans chromobox gene cec-1 is described by Agostoni et al. (1996). Third, certain transgenes expressed in somatic tissue are silenced in repetitive sequence contexts (Okkema et al., 1993; Mello and Fire, 1995; J. Hsieh, S. Xu, and A. F., unpublished results.). It will be interesting to determine whether these define one or a variety of somatic silencing mechanisms.
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